Protein-DNA recognition complexes: conservation of structure and binding energy in the transition state.
This paper considers how enzymes that catalyze reactions at specific DNA sites have been engineered to overcome the problem of competitive inhibition by excess nonspecific binding sites on DNA. The formation of a specific protein-DNA recognition complex is discussed from both structural and thermodynamic perspectives, and contrasted with formation of nonspecific complexes. Evidence (from EcoRI and BamHI endonucleases) is presented that a wide variety of perturbations of the DNA substrate alter binding free energy but do not affect the free energy of activation for the chemical step; that is, many energetic factors contribute equally to the recognition complex and the transition-state complex. This implies that the specific recognition complex bears a close resemblance to the transition-state complex, such that very tight binding to the recognition site on the DNA substrate does not inhibit catalysis, but instead provides energy that is efficiently utilized along the path to the transition state. It is suggested that this view can be usefully extended to "noncatalytic" site-specific DNA-binding proteins like transcriptional activators and general transcription factors.